
Massages

Reali massage 50 minutes  €90

80 minutes €110

Candle massage 50 minutes  €90
80 minutes €130

Traditional Thai massage 50 minutes  €95

80 minutes €120

Thai massage with aromatic oil 50 minutes  €95

80 minutes €125

Detoxifying Thai massage 50 minutes  €95

80 minutes €125

Thai foot mssage 50 minutes  €80

Hot Stones massage

Lomi Lomi massage 80 minutes  €120

Stress Delete massage 80 minutes  €110

Massage to relax the back 50 minutes  €85

Holistic massage of the face and head  25 minutes  €50

Four-hand massage  50 minutes €200

Relieve leg fatigue  50 minutes €80

Lymphatic drainage  50 minutes  €110

80 minutes €130

Body Treatments
Body scrub  30 minutes  €55

Stratosottile 90 minutes €140

Termaestetica-Dynamic thermotherapy 60 minutes  €110

Fortytwo  60 minutes  €110

100% antioxidant body treatment  50 minutes  €110

Thai herb massage 50 minutes  €100
80 minutes  €130

80 minutes €130



Facial Treatments

Treatment of facial Cleansing Principi  60 minutes  €105

Feeling Time  60 minutes  €120

Chic New Life  60 minutes  €120

Pura  50 minutes  €110

C&P rose  50 minutes  €110

100% antioxidant face fruit

Chic Macchie

 30 minutes  €75

 50 minutes  €110

Inividual Rituals
Realx  € 185

(Spa entrance, Thai massage with aromatic oils of 50
minutes and Thai foot of 40 min)

Beauty

 € 215
(Scrub, 50-minute facial, manicure and pedicure)

Rituals for Couples

Harmony  € 325

Spa entrance, Body Gommage and Reali Massage of 50
minutes)

Detoxifying  € 330

(Spa entance, Body Scrub and Thai Detoxifying Massage 50
minutes)

Sportive

(Entrance Spa, Body Massage and Thai Herbal Massage of
50 minutes and Back massage)

 € 395

Special Rituals for bride and groom

Romance

(Spa entrance, Foot bath with tea and biscuits, Body
Gommage and Reali Massage of 80 minutes and 2 glasses of
prosecco)

 € 440

Special Rituals for mother and daughter

(50 minutes Facial Cleansing, Manicure and Pedicure Basic)

Sweet  € 335

*Temporarily the massage will be increased to 60 minutes instead of 50 for the impossibility of access to the jacuzzi in the wet zone.

*Temporarily the massage will be increased to 60 minutes instead of 50 for the impossibility of access to the jacuzzi in the wet zone.

*Temporarily the massage will be increased to 90 minutes instead of 80 for the impossibility of access to the jacuzzi in the wet zone.



Other beauty treatments
Basic Manicure  € 38
Manicure Reali  € 65

Basic Pedicure  € 45

Pedicure Reali  € 75

Nail polish/French  application  €15/18

Semipermanent Application  € 36

Partial leg epilation €30

 €16

€40

traditional skin's

Complete leg epilation

Partial bikini epilation

Complete bikini epilation

€52€42

€17  €23

€28€22

Arm epilation

€16 €21

Forearm epilation €15€12

Armpit epilation

Upper lip 

Chest and abdomen epilation

Back epilation for man

Eyebrow shaping

 €15

 €20  €26

 €42 €32

 €32  €42

 €14

Solar Shower
8 min

10 min

12 min

 €10

 €12

 €14

Solar shower with collagen stimulotion  €25 20 min

Collagen stimulation  10 min  € 15

Wellness Area
Spa entrance 2 hours  € 22

( Sauna, Turkish Bath, emotional Shower,
Altana)

We inform our customers that to proceed with the confirmation of massage services or
facial/body treatments, Authorization will be required to charge a penalty of 100% of
the booked service that will be applied only in case of non-cancellation of the service
without a notice of at least 24 hours (by 14 on Monday in the case of reservations for

Wednesday).
In the event that the cancellation takes place in the requested time will not be charged

any cost.
 

For more information contact the staff of the Reali Wellness Spa at: 
spa@hotelaireali.com

or to the contact:
+39 041 24 15 916


